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Pasinex Resources Limited
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High grade, cash generating zinc miner Pasinex is 50% owner of the very high-grade operating Pinargozu zinc mine in Turkey. The mine started production in mid-2014 and after successive quarters of increasing tonnage, is now operating at an annualised rate of 60kt of direct shipping ore (DSO).



Speculative Buy Price:



C$0.28



Target Price:



C$0.42



We expect 60-65kt of DSO to be produced in 2018 and forecast FY18 net profit of approx. C$8.0m, represent 5x Pasinex’s current C$43m market value. Our Pasinex valuation is C$65.5m or C$0.42 per share representing a 53% premium to the current share price. This is based on continued cash generation at the mine plus exploration potential, mostly down dip extensions of the main orebody.



Sector: Metals & Mining Share Price Performance



We believe now is good time to buy Pasinex shares with the next significant catalyst the 4Q17 results due in 1Q18. The 2Q17 results did not fully reflect Pinargozu’s production rate or profitability due to the irregular timing of sales, but 4Q17 results should include an additional DSO shipment. Costs should remain flat so attributable revenues of C$8.4m (C$6m above 2Q) should deliver Pasinex net profit of C$4.9m.



Pinargozu Mine – average grade 35% Source: thecse.com



Key Data Market:



CSE, FSE



TIDM:



PSE.CSE



1 Year Hi/Lo:



0.34c/0.1c



Existing Shares:



139.7m



Market Cap:



C$38m



ISIN:



CA70260R1082



SEDOL: Co. Website:



B87DX42 pasinex.com



The mine has been operational since 2Q14 and now produces approximately 14,500 tonnes of 35% zinc direct shipping ore per quarter, equivalent to 20kt of contained zinc per annum. Zinc payability ranges from 45% to 75% (depending on the oxide:sulphide ratio) and the mine has a high 50% operating margin due to high grade and the overall low cost of the mining operation.



4Q17 numbers – positive catalyst 2Q17 results reflected 8.8kt (wet) of sales versus 14.5kt of production so Pasinex ended the quarter with a significant stockpile. We expect the stockpile to be shipped and paid for in 4Q17 providing a fillip to revenues and profits, and demonstrating how the mine will perform in future quarters.



Resource estimate – model expected early 4Q17 Pasinex recently engaged CSA Global to carry out a maiden resource estimation. This work is currently underway and we expect the first resource in early 4Q17. Given the style of mineralisation and relatively small number of holes drilled, we anticipate circa 200kt at >30% zinc, equivalent to approximately 3+ years mine life.



Potential for large discovery - regional and on mine



Charles Long Research Analyst [email protected] +44 020 7382 8384



Sheldon Modeland, P.Geo. Research Analyst [email protected]



The mine is a carbonate replacement deposit (CRD), similar to a skarn deposit, and characterised by relatively irregular geometry. This makes it difficult/costly to explore, much like a pinch and swell epithermal gold deposit. However, CRDs can extend for long distances and Pinargozu has the potential to operate for 10 years or more.



Valuation and recommendation Our valuation is based on our Pinargozu Project risked adjusted cashflow model. We have assumed a 10 year mine life, risked to account for exploration uncertainty and -C$8m to cover G&A. We calculate a C$65.5m NAV which equates to a C$0.42 target price and Speculative Buy.
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Pasinex Resources



Investment summary Grade is king The Pinargozu zinc mine is a very high-grade operation, producing on average 35% zinc ore. And as mining deepens, the ore transitions to sulphide and slightly higher grades. The mine also produces a small amount of high grade galena. Below is a photograph of Pinargozu sphalerite, this sample probably grades in excess of 50% zinc. Given the relative ease of generating cash, this type of low tonnage, high-grade mining operation usually remains in private hands. Pasinex has managed to acquire 50% of the mine, bringing its technical expertise to the joint venture.



Massive zinc sulphide: Zinc sulphide or sphalerite consists of Zn and S with varying quantities of iron. 100% sphalerite with zero iron has a maximum zinc grade of 67%, but this would be white. Despite this, sphalerite does not have a metallic appearance.



Source: Company



A recent transformation Pasinex’s transition to a meaningful producer happened over the last 12-18 months, and most notably during 2017. Although the shares have increased 2.5x since January, we believe the 4Q results due in 1Q18 will be the first to properly demonstrate the cash generation of the Pinargozu mine. We are forecasting Pasinex 4Q operating cashflow of C$4.9m (as a gain to Pasinex through the JV agreement).



Pasinex structure Pasinex’s Pinargozu zinc operation is a 50:50 joint venture with a small private Turkish company called Akmetal A.S. Akmetal also has chrome and precious metal interests and a slightly lower grade zinc operation in the same district as Pinargozu.



(Horzum A.S.)



Source: Company, Beaufort Securities
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Pasinex Resources



Pinargozu production - history & outlook Low tonnage mining started at Pinargozu in 2014 and by the end of 2016 it had produced 38kt of direct shipping ore. Since 1Q16 tonnage has increased markedly and by August 2017 daily production had reached 180 tonnes per day. At this rate, Pasinex should be able to mine c.16kt of DSO per quarter, c.63kt per annum containing c.20kt of zinc metal. Looking forward, management is anticipating an additional 20% increase in production for FY18 (Jan-Dec) or c 74kt of DSO containing 25kt of zinc.



Production history and our forecasts:



Source: Company, Beaufort Securities



Zinc mine comparison 25kt of zinc would rank as a small to mid-sized mine (most mid-sized zinc mines produce 30-50kt per annum). However, Pinargozu’s high-grade, high-margin characteristics make a mine comparison based on zinc tonnage of limited use. Most importantly, Pinargozu should produce free cashflow before exploration of C$19m in 2018, from mining only 60kt of ore per annum. By way of comparison Trevali Mining generated circa US$9m of free cashflow before exploration costs in 1H17 from 40kt of zinc production and 864kt of ore.



Near term catalysts 4Q results and sulphides We anticipate strong 4Q results to be published mid 1Q18. These should show continued production growth plus a significantly better top line due to an additional shipment of ore. Our forecasts are for production of 16.2kt, sales of 22kt and 4Q17 net profit of c.C$10.9m (at the JV and C$5m net profit to Pasinex). This compares with 2Q17 which showed production of 14kt, sales of only 8.8kt and Pasinex’s net profit of C$0.45m. We expect the 4Q sales mix to include sulphide DSO for the first time. Sulphides are higher grade and receive a better price, and this should result in much higher top line and profit margin.



Maiden resource estimate – due in early 4Q17 The Pinargozu mine operates using internally generated resource estimates and mine plans. Pasinex has brought a more scientific approach to exploration drilling and has commissioned an independent resource estimate. The compliant resource will help mine planning and show existing and potential investors the high rate of conversion from resources to mineable reserves. Pasinex’s technical expertise can be seen clearly in the success rate of surface diamond drilling.
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Pasinex Resources Pasinex recently commissioned CSA Global to complete a 43-101 resource estimate on the mine. This will be based on 23,000m of diamond drilling to 300m deep (i.e. not a large area) and should define sufficient resources for 3 to 4 years of mining.



Pinargozu location Pinargozu is located in southern Turkey, approximately 2 hour’s drive from Adana’s (sometimes) international airport. The mine is serviced by Kozan town which has a population of circa 100,000 and is only 30 minutes via sealed road. Turkey has a large established mining industry with particular emphasis on copper, gold and zinc.



Geographical location: The Pinargozu mine sits within a region of carbonate replacement zinc deposits (CRDs). Although there are several small-scale operations in the region, we understand that Pasinex is one of the first foreign company to explore here. JV area of interest



Source: Google.co.uk



Strategy – potential acquisitions, regional exploration Regional exploration Pasinex’s lowest risk exploration targets are down dip and to a lesser extent along strike at Pinargozu. However it has 40.4km2 of exploration ground on the Adana CRD Belt and scout drilling over the last 12 months has found new areas of mineralisation, although not yet in the concentrations or tonnage required. As an underexplored CRD belt, we attribute significant value to the regional exploration potential. We discuss Mexico’s Chihuahua CRD belt below, a prolific mining region with multiple small, mid-sized and large silver, zinc and lead mines.



Potential acqusition(s) Management is actively seeking similar high-grade zinc, lead and silver type deposits. Management recognizes that North American investors attribute a discount to assets in faraway jurisdictions and/or with perceived added political risk. As a result it is looking in familiar regions such as South, Central and North America. Any acquisition is unlikely to be of a widely recognised project.
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Pasinex Resources



Cash conversion key Probably the greatest risk to Pasinex shareholder value is cash conversion. The balance sheet shows that Pasinex’s Turkish joint venture partner has borrowed funds from the JV. However, we note that this is expected to start reversing in the next 12 to 18 months.



Legacy portfolio Pasinex has a copper exploration project to the northeast of its Pinargozu operation. It is a 40km2 concession with small scale historical mining of copper and silver mineralisation. The best drill results were 13.5m averaging 2.6% copper and 42g/t silver, and 34m at 1.36% copper. The property is still prospective for a Chilean manto-type copper deposit, however it is non-core asset to Pasinex and we attribute to it a nominal C$750k valuation based on historic spend and the data collected.



Zinc market – firm outlook The zinc price has increased 27% over the past 3 months and 20% year to date. It has been the best performing base metal and remains in favour. We believe the zinc price will be firm going forward assuming global growth remains at current c.2.5% levels and China continues to avoid a debt induced correction. These macro factors are largely driven by unpredictable political and monetary decisions. We don’t anticipate a sustained improvement in the zinc price from current levels (US$3,000/t, US$1.4/lb) due to marginal producers coming on stream at these relatively high prices.



Summary and recommendation Pasinex owns 50% and operates the high-grade, cash generative Pinargozu zinc mine which we believe has its best quarters ahead of it. Management has been quietly ramping up production and we expect 4Q production results will surprise the market. As such, we initiate coverage with a Speculative Buy.



Upcoming catalysts: ➢



4Q17 results – mid 1Q18



➢



Maiden Resource Estimate – early October
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Pasinex Resources



Valuation Mine economics and mine exploration Our $47m risked valuation is based on our conceptual model of the Pinargozu. We have assumed a 10 year mine life at 65kt per annum and an average grade of 35% zinc. Depending on exploration results we may in future adjust the mine life upwards or downwards. We have also included a US$10m value for the regional and near mine exploration potential, plus $0.75m for Pasinex’s Turkish copper deposit.



Risked Sum of the Parts valuation: Description Pinargozu



$m



65.5



C$m



80.4



Risked adjustment



25%



49.1



C$m



60.3



G&A



$m



-6.5



C$m



-8.0



Exploration upside



$m



10.0



C$m



12.3



Other



$m



0.8



C$m



0.9



Total



$m



53.3



C$m



65.5



Price target



(c)



42



Current share price



(c)



27.5



Whilst our Pinargozu DCF model is based on a 10 year LoM, we note that, like other CRD type deposits, reserves may only have a 3-4 year inventory but are constantly being replenished with these types of deposits producing for 20 to 30 years.



Source: Beaufort Securities



Financials and sales timing Pasinex’s recently published interims provide a strong indication for the future of the business. It is a high margin, cash generating business, which should be able to maintain current production rates for up to 10 years, potentially much longer. In terms of financial reporting, the irregular timing of some shipments has a direct impact on revenues, and the company doesn’t account for movements in inventory in the P&L. So in 2Q17 (recently reported) revenues were lower than expected due to the timing of sales but costs remained flat. In 4Q17 revenues will jump up, costs should be similar to 2Q17, which will result in a better margin.



Irregular timing of sulphide shipments:



Source: Beaufort Securities forecasts
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Pasinex Resources



Exploration upside and case study The JV has a 40.4km2 land package in the Adana CRD Belt, also known as the Horzum CRD Belt after the Horzum mine. The belt is relatively underexplored and as far as we and management know has never been properly explored by foreign geologists. Carbonate Replacement Deposits are found around the world, vary in scale and can be very large. Probably the best known CRD belt is found in Mexico along the Chihuahua Trough, a region characterised by historically important and high-grade CRD deposits. CRD deposits are sometimes known as “high-temperature, carbonate-hosted deposits” due to their irregular nature. The Adana CRD Belt is unlikely to be as prolific as the Chihuahua Belt, simply because there have been fewer mine discoveries and the geology is more complicated and the rocks older. That said, Mexico has seen extensive exploration by US and Canadian mining companies, while Turkey has not.



Carbonate replacement deposits – potential scale, case study The Chihuahua Belt has multiple CRD systems along a major shear zone known as the Chihuahua Trough. These include the Santa Eulalia District (and the mined-out Santa Eulalia mine) the world’s largest CRD system. The maps below show the basic similarities between the Adana and Chihuahua CRD belts – structurally controlled and multiple deposits on one trend. At this stage the Adana CRD Belt is much smaller, and to what extent this is due to less exploration spend is to be determined.



Chihuahua CRD Belt:



Adana CRD Belt:



Limestone in blue



Licence boundary in red



Source: Excellon Resources
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Pasinex Resources



Well-known CRD mines The Chihuahua Belt is home to numerous producing and past producing mines, with evidence of mining since the 1600’s. The largest is Santa Eulalia and current operators include MAG and Excellon Resources’ whose very highgrade silver, lead, zinc La Platosa Mine is a useful comparator. The Shafter mining district over the border in Texas is geologically related.



Faults and limestone The regional exploration concept is to explore limestones along the north-northeast trending shear zone. The map below shows in pink the JV’s land package along the trend with Pinargozu Mine in the centre and Akkaya, one of the exploration targets to the north.



JV land package:



Pinargozu Mine



Source: Company
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Pasinex Resources



On-mine exploration Maiden resource Recent drilling was designed to firm-up the mine’s near term ‘reserves’/mining inventory but also to explore nearby prospects. The on-mine drilling will be reflected in the upcoming and maiden 43-101 resource estimate, and given the irregular nature of the orebody we expect Inferred and Indicated resource only.



Down-dip and along strike: In terms of longer-term exploration on the mine, the main upside is down dip with some along strike target potential.



Source: Comapny



Mantos and chimneys - irregular The long section below shows Excellon’s Platoso mine orebody continuing at depth. It also shows the levels which were mined over time and mining inventory (hatched) going forward. The most important takeaways are: 1. 2. 3. 4.



Mining since 2009 and likely to continue beyond 2019 i.e. 10 year mine life It only has two years ‘reserves’ (technically M&I Resources) despite operating for 8 years The orebody consists of mantos (flatter lying zones) and chimneys Very high grade, low tonnage



La Platoso Mine:



Source: Excellon Resources
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Pasinex Resources



Pinargozu Mine The Pinargozu mine is inside a hill c.1000m above sea level. It has two main adits higher up and a third adit lower in the valley. A spiral decline (3m x 3m), which will access the up-dip part of the orebody providing addition areas of development is expected to be complete in November. Mining using under-hand cut and fill is at five faces at any one time with at least five faces under development. Daily tonnage is currently circa 180 tonnes per day.



Mining equipment Pinargozu is simple operation with three underground Load, Haul, Dump vehicles, and hand held rock drilling. There is a primary crusher but no other processing equipment. The ore is sorted into three piles: oxides, sulphides and lead. There is a workshop onsite but the and main stockpile is in nearby town Kozan.



Spiral decline Underground infrastructure and resource envelope:



Entrance from top of hill. Recently built to access the upper oxide resources



820msl



Adits 1 (700msl) and 2 (720msl) 1 and 2 are the main workhorses, used to access mostly oxide resources.



720msl 700msl



670msl



Source: Company



Adit 3 Adit 3 accesses oxide, transition and sulphide ores.
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Pasinex Resources



DSO product and marketing Unlike most zinc mines, Pinargozu produces high-grade DSO zinc which is saleable without processing. Pinargozu sells both oxide ores and sulphide ores to a metals trader who sells it on to European smelters. As the mine deepens, Pinargozu will produce a higher percentage of sulphides. The current split is 85% oxides:15% sulphides.



High quality oxides Zinc oxide ores are often regarded as problematic for smelters and there is a niche market where certain zinc oxide products are sold to Waelz Kiln smelters. The zinc oxide ores smelted in Waelz Kilns include hemimorphite and other complex zinc minerals which cannot be smelted in a traditional blast furnace zinc smelter. Pinargozu’s oxide contains mostly smithsonite, an easily smelted mineral, and only trace levels of complex zinc minerals such as hemimorphite. As a result, all Pinargozu’s DSO product is smelted in traditional roast and leach technology.



Smithsonite oxides, sphalerite and galena:



Source: various



Waelz Kiln: Complex zinc minerals Hemimorphite Willemite



Source: various
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Pasinex Resources



Operating in Turkey Mining currently makes up around 1.5% of Turkish GDP and is recognised as an important area for expansion by the Government as it targets 5% of GDP by 2020. Turkey is the largest producer of gold in Europe producing over 1Moz per annum from eight mines. It is also a large producer of natural stone and industrial minerals and an increasing producer of base metals. Under Turkish legislation, all minerals are owned by the State that has the right to explore and exploit these minerals. The State can transfer these rights to a Turkish Company (that can be owned by foreign companies) for a specific timeframe subject to the payment of a royalty and compliance with the licensing agreements. The Ministry of Energy and Natural Resources (MENR) is responsible for supervising the mining industry and within MENR the General Directorate of Mining Affairs (the Mining Directorate) grants licences and regulates mining operations. The Mining Directorate issues three types of licence: an exploration licence, an operating licence and operating permits. Historically, there have been a number of projects in Turkey that have experienced significant delays associated with the permitting process. The Turkish Government has looked to address this by streaming the process of permitting and licencing, and EIAs for mining projects appear to be being approved more quickly. Royalties vary between 1% and 4% of the mineral selling price. A 50% discount for certain types of mineral can be secured if the minerals are processed at the licence holder’s plant within Turkey or if production comes from underground operations. The corporate tax rate is 20% and there is no restriction on repatriation of profits and no import duty for new mining and processing equipment. Internationally, Turkey rates 63 out of 104 for mining investment attractiveness according to the Fraser Institute 2016 Annual Survey of Mining Companies.
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Pasinex Resources



Management Steve Williams - President and CEO Steve Williams is the President and CEO of Pasinex Resources Limited. Mr. Williams graduated with a Bachelor of Applied Science (Extractive Metallurgy) from the Western Australian School of Mines and an MBA from Tulane University. He has worked in the mining industry since 1976 in milling operations in Australia and Canada. He worked 20 years with SGS Lakefield Research in Canada and Chile in both metallurgical project management and business management, finally becoming Managing Director for SGS Canada, a company with about 1300 employees in Canada. Steve has authored many technical papers and in 2004 he became a CIM Distinguished Lecturer and in 2008 a CIM Fellow, for his work in geometallurgy.



Wendy Kaufman - Chief Financial Officer Ms. Kaufman, a Chartered Professional Accountant, is a finance executive with over 20 years of international financial experience in the mining sector. She has served in a variety of senior executive positions, most recently as Chief Financial Officer at Primero Mining Corporation, a Canadian-based precious metals producer, and previously as Vice President, Finance and Treasury at Inmet Mining Corporation, a Canadian-based global copper and zinc producer. She brings broad management and corporate finance experience, including financial management and reporting, strategy development, and corporate and project development funding.



Jo-Anne Archibald - Corporate Secretary Jo-Anne Archibald is the President of DSA Corporate Services Inc., and has over thirty years of corporate secretarial, investor relations and marketing experience. Previously, Jo-Anne was Senior Vice President at TMX Equicom. She has an MBA from the Ivey School of Business at Western University and is also a Fellow (FCIS) of the Institute of Chartered Secretaries and Administrators (ICSA). Ms. Archibald has advised numerous publically traded companies on corporate secretarial procedures.



Evan White - Manager of Corporate Communications Evan White is the Manager of Corporate Communications at Pasinex Resources Limited. Mr. White graduated with a B.A. (Hons) Economics from Queen’s University. He has worked in the mining industry in various marketing and communication roles since 2006 with a specialization in digital marketing. Mr. White has worked with a broad range of organizations from startups to Fortune 500 all with a goal of driving growth. He brings a strategic, digital focus to the Pasinex team.
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Pasinex Resources



Zinc market update: prices may continue to rise Zinc is the fourth most commonly used metal and is critical for galvanising, die castings and brass & bronze production.



Source: ILZSG



Zinc has been one of the highest performing metals this year as prices recently reached the highest level in approximately a decade. Dwindling supply and strong demand from the global auto industry has helped support prices as inventories continue to decline. The scarcity of zinc concentrate is also reflected by the recent drop in refining charges



Zinc mine reductions



Source: Wood Mackenzie



Source: Wood Mackenzie
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Pasinex Resources According to Wood Mackenzie, demand growth projections will to continue to outpace supply response.



Forecast zinc mine production and refined zinc balance



Source: Wood Mackenzie



Source: Wood Mackenzie



Risks Future supply increases could impact zinc prices Whilst zinc prices grew enormously in 2016 on the back of curtailed production, we note that sustained higher zinc prices will provide incentives for zinc producers. Despite an outlook of increasing global demand for zinc, a sharp increase in supply could result in falling prices. Glencore, for example, has half 0.5Mt of capacity waiting to reactivate and as prices increase. Likewise, MMG are opening the Dugald River mine in Australia in 2018 which will add an addition 170,000 tonnes of zinc production. Smaller mines, most notably in China, that are not accounted for by official data may also come on-stream as a result of higher prices and increased supply.



All eyes on China Despite growing global demand for zinc, Chinese demand declined 2.8 percent over the last year according IZSLG. Part of the decline in Chinese demand can be attributed to aggressive measures taken by the People’s Bank of China to cool the overheated domestic property market. As China is the greatest supplier and consumer of zinc, this will pose a challenge to the industry if cuts to infrastructure spending continue.
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Pasinex Resources



Financials Income Statement (C$m) Dec



2015A



2016A



2017E



2018E



N/A N/A N/A (0.2) (0.6) (0.0) (0.4) (1.1) 0.4 0.0 0.5 (0.7) (0.5) (0.7) (0.9) 82.5



N/A N/A N/A (0.5) (0.1) (0.4) (1.0) 1.8 0.1 1.9 0.8 (0.5) 0.3 0.3 109.5



N/A N/A N/A (1.1) (0.8) (1.8) 8.9 0.0 9.0 7.2 (0.1) 7.1 4.8 139.3



N/A N/A N/A (1.2) (1.0) (2.0) 10.3 0.0 10.3 8.3 8.3 5.4 155.0



2015A



2016A



2017E



2018E



Operating cashflow Net income Depreciation Equity gain from JV Share based payments Impairments Other Sub total Working capital movements Operating cashflow



(0.7) 0.0 (0.3) 0.0 0.0 (1.0) 0.4 (0.6)



0.8 0.0 (1.8) 0.1 (0.0) (0.9) 0.3 (0.6)



7.2 0.1 (8.9) (0.0) (1.7) (0.2) (1.9)



8.3 0.2 (10.3) (1.8) (1.8)



Investing cashflow Investment in intangibles Purchase of PPE Other JV dividends (investments) Investing cashflow



(0.1) (0.0) (0.1)



(0.5) 0.0 (0.0) (0.5)



(0.4) (0.0) 0.0 1.3 0.9



(0.4) 6.0 5.6



0.5 0.5 (0.1) 0.2 (0.0) 0.0 0.0



1.2 0.1 1.3 0.3 0.0 (0.0) 0.3 0.3



1.8 1.8 0.9 0.3 (0.0) 1.2 1.2



3.8 1.2 5.0 5.0



Revenue Cost of sales Gross profit/(loss) Administrative expenses Professional fees Share payments Other costs Total expenses Gain from Joint Venture Other income (loss) Sub total Net income Other losses Total comprehensive income (loss) Earnings per share (c) Shares Source: Company, Beaufort Securities



Cashflow Statement (C$m) Dec



Financing cash flows Share issue Loan Other Financing cashflow Net change in cash Cash start period FX effect Cash end period Net cash (debt) Source: Company, Beaufort Securities



THIS RESEARCH BROCHURE IS A MARKETING COMMUNICATION: It has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research and is also not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment research, although as a matter of policy Beaufort Securities Ltd requires its employees not to deal ahead of the dissemination of the reports.
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Balance sheet (C$m) Dec



2015A



2016A



2017E



2018E



Current assets Cash & equivalents Trade and other receivables JV receivables Total current assets



0.0 0.1 0.0 0.2



0.3 0.2 0.0 0.5



1.2 0.3 6.8 8.4



5.0 0.3 11.1 16.5



Non-current assets JV investment Property, plant Intangible assets Non-current assets



0.9 0.0 1.2 2.2



1.9 0.0 1.6 3.6



2.6 (0.1) 2.0 4.6



2.6 (0.2) 2.4 4.9



TOTAL ASSETS



2.4



4.1



13.0



21.3



Current liabilities Trade and payables Borrowings Other Total current liabilities



0.3 0.1 0.4



0.2 0.1 0.3



0.2 0.0 0.3



0.2 0.0 0.3



Non-current liabilities Borrowings Deferred tax Total non-current liabilities



-



-



-



-



TOTAL LIABILITIES TOTAL NET ASSETS



0.4 2.0



0.3 3.8



0.3 12.7



0.3 21.1



8.8 1.2 (8.0) 2.0 2.0



10.2 1.3 (7.7) 3.8 3.8



12.1 1.3 (0.6) 12.7 12.7



12.1 1.3 7.7 21.1 21.1



Equity Share capital Other reserve Accumulated deficit Total equity Non-controlling interests TOTAL EQUITY Source: Company, Beaufort Securities



THIS RESEARCH BROCHURE IS A MARKETING COMMUNICATION: It has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote the independence of investment research and is also not subject to any prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment research, although as a matter of policy Beaufort Securities Ltd requires its employees not to deal ahead of the dissemination of the reports.
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Pasinex Resources Recommendation Breakdown During the three months to end-August 2017, the number of stocks on which Beaufort Securities published recommendations was 203, and the recommendations were as follows: Buy – 65; Speculative Buy – 117; Hold – 20; Sell – 1. Full definitions of the recommendations used by Beaufort Securities in its publications and their respective meanings can be found on our website here.



Disclaimer This report is published by Beaufort Securities (“Beaufort Securities”). Beaufort Securities is Authorised and Regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and is a Member of the London Stock Exchange. This research is non-independent and is classified as a Marketing Communication under FCA rules. As such it has not been prepared in accordance with legal requirements designed to promote independence of investment research and it is not subject to the prohibition on dealing ahead of the dissemination of investment research in COBS 12.2.5. However Beaufort Securities has adopted internal procedures which prohibit analysts from dealing ahead of nonindependent research, except for legitimate market making and fulfilling clients’ unsolicited orders. RELIANCE ON THIS NOTE FOR THE PURPOSE OF ENGAGING IN ANY INVESTMENT ACTIVITY MAY EXPOSE AN INDIVIDUAL TO A SIGNIFICANT RISK OF LOSING ALL OF THE FUNDS, PROPERTY OR OTHER ASSETS INVESTED OR OF INCURRING ADDITIONAL LIABILITY. By receiving this document, you will not be deemed a client or provided with the protections afforded to clients of Beaufort Securities. When distributing this document, Beaufort Securities is not acting for any recipient of this document and will not be responsible for providing advice to any recipient in relation to this document. Accordingly, Beaufort Securities will not be responsible to any recipient for providing the protections afforded to its clients. Beaufort Securities may effect transactions in shares mentioned herein and may take proprietary trading positions in those shares, and may receive remuneration for the publication of its research and for other services. Beaufort Securities may be a shareholder in any of the companies mentioned in this report. Accordingly, this document may not be considered as objective or impartial. Additionally, information may be available to Beaufort Securities or the Group, which is not reflected in this material. The remuneration of the author of this report is not tied to the recommendations on any shares mentioned nor to the any transactions undertaken by Beaufort Securities or any affiliate company. Further information on Beaufort Securities’ policy regarding potential conflicts of interest in the context of investment research and Beaufort Securities’ policy on disclosure and conflicts in general are available on request. Please refer to http://www.beaufortsecurities.com/important-info. This document is not an offer to buy or sell any security or currency. This document does not provide individually tailored investment advice. It has been prepared without regard to the individual financial circumstances and objectives of persons who receive it. The appropriateness of a particular investment or currency will depend on an investor’s individual circumstances and objectives. The investments and shares referred to in this document may not be suitable for all investors. Past performance is not a guarantee of future performance. Investments may go down in value as well as up and you may not get back the full amount invested. The listing requirements for securities listed on AIM or ISDX are less demanding and trading in them may be less liquid than main markets. This document is based on information Beaufort Securities has received from publicly available reports and industry sources. Beaufort Securities may not have verified all of this information with third parties. Neither Beaufort Securities nor its advisors, directors or employees can guarantee the accuracy, reasonableness or completeness of the information received from any sources consulted for this publication, and neither Beaufort Securities nor its advisors, directors or employees accepts any liability whatsoever (in negligence or otherwise) for any loss howsoever arising from any use of this document or its contents or otherwise arising in connection with this document (except in respect of wilful default and to the extent that any such liability cannot be excluded by the applicable law). This document is not to be relied upon and should not be used in substitution for the exercise of independent judgment. This document includes certain statements, estimates, and projections with respect to the anticipated future performance of securities listed on stock exchanges and as to the market for these shares. Such statements, estimates, and projections are based on information that we consider reliable and may reflect various assumptions made concerning anticipated economic developments, which have not been independently verified and may or may not prove correct. No representation or warranty is made as to the accuracy of such statements, estimates, and projections or as to its fitness for the purpose intended and it should not be relied upon as such. Opinions expressed are our current opinions as of the date appearing on this material only and may change without notice. Other third parties may have issued other reports that are inconsistent with, and reach different conclusions from, the information presented in this report. Those reports reflect the different assumptions, views, and analytical methods of the analysts who prepared them. This report has not been disclosed to any of the companies mentioned herein prior to its publication. The information contained in this document is confidential and is solely for use of those persons to whom it is addressed and may not be reproduced, further distributed to any other person or published, in whole or in part, for any purpose. Other persons who receive this document should not rely on it. Beaufort Securities, its directors, officers and employees may have positions in the securities mentioned herein. Company Disclosures for:



Pasinex Resources



The following disclosures apply: 2



Definitions of Disclosures 1. In the past 12 months, Beaufort Securities Limited or its affiliates have had corporate finance mandates or managed or co-managed a public offering of the relevant issuer’s securities or received compensation for Corporate Finance services from the relevant issuer. 2. Beaufort Securities Limited expects to receive or intends to seek compensation for Corporate Research Services from this company in the next six months. 3. The investment analyst or a member of the investment analyst’s household has a long position in the shares or derivatives of the relevant issuer. 4. The investment analyst or a member of the investment analyst’s household has a short position in the shares or derivatives of the relevant issuer. 5. As of the month end immediately preceding the date of publication of this report, or the prior month end if publication is within 10 days following a month end, Beaufort Securities Limited and / or its affiliates beneficially owned 1% or more of any class of common equity securities of the relevant issuer. 6. A senior executive or director of Beaufort Securities Limited or a member of his or her household is an officer, director or advisor, board member of the relevant issuer and / or one of his subsidiaries. 7. Beaufort Securities Limited acts as corporate broker to the relevant issuer. The investment analyst who is responsible for the preparation of this investment research is employed by Beaufort Securities Limited.



Beaufort Securities is Authorised and Regulated by the Financial Conduct Authority and is a Member of the London Stock Exchan ge © Beaufort Securities Ltd, 63 St Mary Axe, London EC3A 8AA Registered in England & Wales No. 2693942
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